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Consumer protection advocate Ralph Nader praised Solved! Curing Your Medical Insurance

Problems: "Who hasn't been bewildered and outraged by lengthy, inscrutable medical bills and the

tricky ways of the health insurers? ....Learn what to watch out for in this volume by authors who

know the inside ways of sellers who try to take you to the cleaners." Some say, "You get what you

pay for." If only this were true! Too often, consumers find themselves paying much more than they

expected, getting much less than they bargained for. Medical care is no exception. In their book, the

authors show readers how to spot over-charges by providers, under-reimbursements by insurers,

and inappropriate denials by insurers and government employees. Furthermore, they presented

steps to take to prevent being victimized by "the system." And what is the system? In America, it is a

hybrid of private healthcare providers, massive insurance companies, and governments at the state

and national levels. Unlike Britain with its single-payer National Health System, this public-private

mixed-breed creates the need for patient advocate professionals, who take up the cudgels on behalf

of the medically disadvantaged and the financially strapped.
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This book is amazing! I used the information in this book to help with figuring out if my mom was

being ripped off by variousdoctors. This offers a step by step guide on how to deal with it. I used it to

save over $5400 with just one phone calland reading some of the text to the person on the other

end of the line. It only took one phone call.There are tons of strategies, tips and tricks on how to

deal with all the bills you get when it comes to healthcare.In todayÃ¢Â€Â™s day and age everyone



needs this book with rising health care costs and you companies sendingyou more and more bills

with many of them completely wrong or able to be reduced with simple strategies.I highly

recommend this book. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s VERY good.

This book doesn't just save its readers their hard-earned dollars, it saves something even more

precious - their peace of mind.Adria is an outstanding patient advocate, and having this book on

your bedstand is almost as good as having her at your side when you deal with the "puzzle palace"

that we call the insurance industry. After I read this work, I made sure to meet with her personally. I

can guarantee you - she is as authentic in person as she is between these pages. If you are

anticipating dealing with a recalcitrant insurer, Solved! is essential to claiming and getting what your

insurance will want to deny you.Jerry Ashtonco-author "The Patient, The Doctor and The Bill

Collector: An Obamacare and Medical Debt Collections Survival Guide." [...]

The question is not "if'" you need this guide, it's "when" you need this guide that becomes so

obvious as you read through the information of what to look for, how and where to get answers to

just about any medical billing issue.Insurance claims and hospital bill can be misleading, inaccurate,

esoteric, and confusing. Doing battle with the data alone is an uphill struggle to just seek out simple

fairness. This book, to the point, concise and well organized, begins to strip away the layers of

complexity to solve medical insurance problems. It's a good resource for knowing where to get

information, file complaints, and get answers. There's information about what to look for and avoid

prior to engaging medical services as well. Highly recommended for getting to the bottom of a

particular medical insurance problem, and a handy resource for understanding what to do before

medical services to protect against over charges and unfair practices.

Adria Goldman Gross who is an Advocate and has devoted her life to helping others with medical

billing problems has helped meRichard Formont II with Getting $ 50,000 dollars of dept down to 15

to 20.000 or more. In a few weeks i'll know for sure. if your inneed of help with Hospital Bills reach

out to Adria Goldman Gross. Adria has been their and Done That and has devoted her life toHelping

Others. I highly recomend as I did for you to buy Adrias Book: Solved ! Curing Your Medical

Insurance Problems By: Adria Goldman Gross on .com . I Promise you will not be Sorry !!!! or let

Down. With Adria's help I can Breath Again. Look on my Facebook page in a few weeks to see how

Adria helped me . Buy this Book you won' be sorry.......



I had the good fortune to speak with Ms. Gross on some insurance issues that were plaguing me,

and she recommended that I buy her book. Thanks to Ms. Gross' advice over both the phone and in

print, I was able to successfully negotiate my unreasonable hospital bill down by a significant

percent. There is a lot of good, specific advice here, such as Medicare lookups for billing codes in

your hospital bill, and healthcare specific negotiation tactics. And of course, any specific questions

can always be addressed to Ms Gross online as well; I found her to be very open and helpful, and

more so than other authors I've tried to contact.

I bought this book after consulting with Adria about a complicated medical bill. She is extremely

knowledgeable about the whole process and I hoped to learn how to be more effective and

successful in dealing with future medical billing mishaps. The book contains so much great

information! I feel much better prepared to tackle medical billing and insurance issues.

As a retired physician, formerly overseeing a large gastroenterology group with five medical billers

and coders, I know how complex medical billing has become. Our staff had to constantly update

with seminars and webinars to keep up with this rapidly changing field. The lay person simply does

not have the resources nor the time to understand the medical billing morass.Advocacy firms such

as MedWise Insurance are essential in this day and age. I recommend "Solved, Curing Your

Medical Insurance Problems" as a useful "guide to the perplexed" handbook that should be used as

a springboard for those needing help negotiating the medical billing minefield.Michael Kram MD,

author, Zebra: It's not All Black and White in the Physical or Spiritual Worlds.

Anyone who has ever spent hours on the phone battling health insurance providers to get coverage,

answers, or even just an actual human being to talk to, knows how maddening and frustrating it can

be. Adria's book offers eye-opening tips and encouragement to get what you pay for and deserve

when your health insurance isn't working for you. Who knew you could question the bills? Who

knew there was such a thing as a health insurance advocate in the world? Now you do, and now

you have either some tools to do-it-yourself, or a way to find a true pro who will be on your side,

advocating for you.
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